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ABSTRACT 

Most of the information as to the mechanisms of dislocation multi-

plication in ionic solids has come from dislocation etch pit studies and 

transmission electron microscopy. In particular, the latter technique 

has been most successfully applied to magnesium oxide. However, previous 

work has always been carried out on thin foils polished parallel to {001} 

cleaved surfaces. This orientation has the disadvantage of giving a 45° 

projected view of the dislocation substructure. Thin sections prepared 

from platelets diamond-sawed parallel to an active (110} slip plane reveal 

many additional features. Almost all the damage is present in the form 

of dislocation dipoles; ho·wever, these dipoles often deviate greatly from 

a pure edge orientation. In fact, segments of pure screw dipole can be 

observed. The stability of screw dipoles is evidence of the extremely 

high lattice friction stress in the cross-slip ({001}) plane. There also 

is a background of dipoles and loops of very narrow spacing whose visibility 

is more critically dependent on diffracting conditions than single dis-

locations or more widely spaced dipoles. Application of the ·dynamical 

theory of contrast indicates that both vacancy and interstitial dipoles 

are present in the as-deformed state. Screw portions of dislocation loops, 

when observed, have edge dipoles of varying widths spaced every few microns 

along their length. The effect of the temperature of deformation on the 

dislocation substructure was also studied. 
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All the aforementioned experiments were ~erformed on specimens that 

had been loaded in a <100> direction. This load axis produces zero 

applied shear stress on the (001} cross-slip planes. In an attempt to 

evaluate the role of cross slip in dipole formation, experiments similar 

to those mentioned above have been carried out on specimens loaded in or 

near a <lll> direction. This scheme allows the continuous variation of 

' the ratio of applied shear stress on the (001} planes to the applied shear 

stress on the normally active {110} planes. 

The results necessitate a model that includes easy nucleation of unit 

jog-pairs on pure screw segments of dislocation lines. All newly discovered 

features of the dislocation substructure can be explained by extension 

of a previously proposed model (see reference 3) .. 

t Presently at Universite de Paris, Faculte des Sciences, Physique des 
Solides, Orsay (S.-et-0.), France. 

./ 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

-
Current knowledge of the processes that control the behavior of ,. 

dislocations in ionic crystals, and therefore determine plastic properties, 

' has come in large part from dislocation etch-pit (for a revic·w see 

.•. . J h t 1 ) d t . . l t . . 2 · 3 t d" Gllman and o ns on an ransmlsslon e ec ron mlcroscopy' s u les . 

However, understanding of the motion of dislocations in these materials 

is based on static observations. For example, the etch-pit technique 

reveals the positions of the ends of dislocations before and after an 

increment of plastic strain. Transmission electron microscopy shows the 

arrangement of dislocations left in the crystal after a slip band has 

formed. Because dynamic observations generally cannot be made, some 

uncertainty often remains as to how the observed arrangement of dislocations 

actually developed. 

The most striking result of transmission electron microscopy observa-

tions of magnesium oxide has been to show that the largest fraction of 

the dislocations left in a crystal during formation of a slip band are 

close pairs of opposite sign or dislocation dipoles. However, uncertainty 

remains as to the exact ways in which they are formed. The purpose of the 

present work was toobtain more precise information as to the length, 

spacing, orientation, and type (i.e., interstitial or vacancy) of dipoles 
,.,· 

and small prismatic loops in deformed magnesium oxide. By studying the 

effect of varying the temperature of deformation and the ratio of resolved 

shear stress on primary and cross-slip planes it was hoped that new clues 

as to the mechanism of dipole formation would be obtained. 

A single crystal of magnesium oxide loaded along .a <100> directioi1. 

has stressed {110} planes and unstressed {001} (cross-slip) planes. The 

reverse is true for a crystal loaded in a <111> direction. A difficulty 
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encountered when interpreting dislocation substructures of crystals loaded 

in the conventional manner, Le., in a <100> direction, is that at the 

temperatures at which the motion of d·lslocations on {001} becomes signifi

cant, dislocation climb also occurs. Therefore there are alternate 

mechanisms by which moving dislocations can leave their glide planes. 

Thus, one is not sure whether it is screw or edge oriented parts of a 

dislocation~loop that escape from the original glide plane. By loading 

a crystal in adfrection near <lll>, such that both the normal {110} slip 

planes and their companion {001} cross-slip planes sustain large resolved 

shear stresses, at a temperature too low for appreciable climb, it may 

be possible to better evaluate the role of cross-slip. 

All previous t~ansmission electron microscopy studies of deformed 

magnesium oxide have utilized foils with surfaces polished parallel to 

the {001} cleavage plane. An {001} foil has several disadvantages. The 

first and perhaps the greatest objection is that only a thin strip of any 

slip plane, bounded by the two foil surfaces, can be examined. This is 

because the {110} slip plane lies at 45 o or at 90 o to the surface of an 

{001} foil. The strip of slip plane that is observed is less than one 

micron wide, and thus, very few long segments of dislocation can be seen. 

Secondly, any long segment that is included must lie nearly parallel to 

the surfaces. Therefore there is a tendency for it to rotate during the 

chemical thinning of the foil so as to shorten its length by becoming more 

nearly perpendicular to the foil surfaces. As a result the substructure 

observed may not be entirely representative of the as-deformed state. 

Finally, the dislocation substructure is viewed in projection, making it 

difficult to observe fine details, and to perform and interpret electron 

'• 

' 

rr 
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diffraction contrast experiments. To avoid these difficulties, the 

present observations were made on foils cut parallel to an active {110} 

slip plane. 
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' 
II. EXPERD1ENTAL TECHNIQUE 

All magnesium oxide crystals examined were obtained from the Muscle 

Shoals Electrochemical Corporation, Tuscumbia, Alabama. Thco: principal 

impurities were calcium oxide, aluminum oxide, and silicon oxide resulting 

in an overall purity of 99.95%. Specimens were cleaved or diamond-sawed 

into bars of approximately square cross section. They were loaded in 
' 

compression, usually along a <lOO> axis, using the technique of Hulse~ 

4 
et al. All specimens were deformed until just after the onset of macro-

scopic plastic flow, to about 0.5% overall strain. 

The deformed specimens were then,etched to reveal the presence of 

slip bands, and a platelet from the area selected was diamond-sawed out 

of the specimen, parallel to the locally active {llO} slip plane. The 

thickness of the rras-sawnrr sections was typically 0.050-0.060 inches. 

Thin foils suitable for transmission electron microscopy were prepared 

from these platelets by chemical polishing in cone. H3~o4 at l50°-l6ooc, 

and were examined in a Siemens Elmiskop I equipped with a two-axis 

goniometric stage. 

An additional benefit of making observations ·perpendicular to an 

active slip plane is that contrast phenomena due to dislocations are 

particularly simple to interpret. The Burgers vector of the dislocations 
.. , 

must itself; be contained in the plane of the foil. The most convenient. 

set of .diffracting planes are the {220} family, for which Q · £ = 2; 

dislocation images were always recorded for conditions in which only this 

beam was responsible for the-image contrast. 

':t 

' 

r~ 

lr' 
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III. EXPERJJvlENTAL RESULTS 

A. General Description of the Dislocation Arrangement 

Figures l, 2 and 3 are all slip plane sections of crystals deformed 

at room temperature . There are several salient features common to these 

and all other such sections examined . The damage was almost exclusively 

present as dislocation dipoles of greatly varying width, length, and 

orientation. The dipoles longer than a few microns in length had 

relatively large interdislocation distances , typically about a hundred 

Burgers vectors. Deviations from edge orientation were frequent, 

particularly for the longest dipoles; several dipoles were at, or extremely 

near, pure screw orientation . The long dipoles usually were interconnected 

at three -fold confluences, and sometimes showed evidence for having had 

their component di s locations cross over each other. Many of the medium 

length dipoles, 0.5 to 2 microns long, had both their ends closer to edge 

orientation than the central part, giving them an "S-shaped" configuration. 

There was a whole spectrum of dipole widths; the separation of the glide 

planes of the two dislocations being anything between a few interatomic 

' distances up to several hundred. ·A correlation also existed between the 

lengths of dipole s and their spacing and orientation . The shorter the 

dipole , the narrower its spacing tended to be and the closer it generally 

lay to edge orientation . 

Slip plane s ections a lso a llowed observations to be made on long 

segments of screw dislocation . Single dis locations in edge orientation 

were seldom seen . Figure 3 shows a typical screw dislocation 1<rith s everal 

cusps along its l ength . Though only barely visible, there are very 

narrow di~oles associated with these cusps; this point will be dis cus sed 

later. Long screw dislocations, such as the one in Fig. 3 and those in 
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ZN - 4990 

Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 
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Fig . 4 often had cusps along their length that pointed in both directions . 

This eff ect p robably i s cause d by the reversal of the shortest di poles 

during retreat of the screw dislocation when the external stress is 

relaxed upon unloading . It has also been observed by Fourie i n slip 

plane sections of copper single crystals . 5 

B. Presence of Weakly Visible and Invi s ible Dipoles 

The diffraction contrast i mage due to a dipole must bec ome Heaker 

and finally disappear as the spacing between the two dislocations 

decreases . Calculations, to be reported e lsewhere, were made in an attempt 

to estimate the smallest spacing t hat would still give enough contrast to 

be visible . Several of these weak images can be seen in Fig . 5 . That 

these images do correspond to f ine dipoles having the same Bur gers vector 

as the act i ve system was confirmed by showing that they disappear along 

with all the other i mages for a (200} reflection . Of the six <110> Burgers 

vectors there are only two for which the dislocations are out of cont rast 

(i . e ., invisible) for images formed by a (200} reflection . One of the 

poss ible dislocations is that of the active system with Burgers vector 

in the plane of the foi l. The other is that having a Burgers vector 

perpendicular to the f oil plane . Dislocations of this other system were 

sometimes observed i f the specimen happened to be tilted quite far from 

the exact <110> orientation . However, the frequency of the faint i mages, 

the fact that they were often quite far from being parallel to the trace 

of the perpendicul ar (110} plane, and the fact that they appeared and 

disappeared along with all the rest of the images due to the active 

system makes it unreasonabl e to assQme that they have a Burgers vector 

different from that of the pr i mary system (see Fig . 5) . 
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Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 
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Calculations
6 

based on the dynamical theory of diffraction contrast7 

have shown that if the spacin~ of an edge dipole located centra l ly in e, 

tl1in foil becomes less than abo11t ten Burgers vectors, the image ~~,;i dth 

and diffracted intensity begin to decrease rapidly. Physically, the 

faintness of the image of a narrow dipole is a result of the mutual 

cancellation of the strain fields of the component dislocations. For 

the G · b = 2 case, even for a foil having relatively clean flat surfaces 

a centrally located dipole having a spacing of less than six Burgers 

vectors probably will be invisible . At such narrow dipole spacings, tlce 

approximations of the dynmnical theory and of linear elasticity are not 

a ltogether sound, and also the smallest fluctuation in intensity that 

could be noticed depends on the uniformity of the background intensity . 

Thus, the estimate probably is accurate within a factor of t1-m. 

Often, the existence of extremely narrow dipoles can be inferred 

fro!ll the appearance of the, parent scre'N" dislocation. As the dipole 

spacing decreases_, the dipole image becomes \veake r until i t finally dis -

appears, being indistinguishable from the background . However, a contrast 

effect remains at the mouth of the dipole where it is attached to the 

screw dislocation . By changing the sign of the deviation from the Bragg 

angle W, a dipole image will always shift from inside the dipole to out side, 

or vice versa . This is true because the image of a dislocation lies to 

one s ide of the actual position of the dislocation; changing the sign of 

W has the effect of changing the side of the dislocation at which the 

. l " 8 lmage les . If the invisible dipole is in 11 insiden contrast, there ;v-ill 

be a local enhancement of the image width of the scre1v dislocation at the 

point of junction with the dipole . If the dipole is in 11 outside 11 contrast, 

there will be a diminution of the screw dislocation image width there . 
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This useful effect arises because the dipol e spacing gradual ly increases 

where it joins the screw dislocat i on . Thus, even though t he major i ty of 

the dipole is i nvisible, a small length at the junction with the screw 

dislocation becomes sufficiently wide to give observable contrast . 

Fi gure 6 at D shows an example of this effect . Similar narrow dipol es 

would go unnoticed if they were not assoc iated with a screw dislocation, 

unless , as is the case at N i n Fig . 3, they happen to lie close t o the 

foil surface . Proximity of a surface to a dipole of any spacing wi ll, 

6 
in general, widen and strengthen its image . 

C. Fine Structure of Dipoles 

A fine structure i s apparent in the di pol es mar ked 0 in Fig . 7 . The 

image width changes abruptly part way along the l ength . Changing the 

sign of the deviation from the Br agg angle W, by tilting the specimen, 

has the effect of widening the narrow end of the dipol e and vice versa . 

An exampl e of this is shown _in Fig . 8 at 0. Thi s diffra ction contrast 

be-havior rules out the poss ibility that the dipol e simply changes i ts 

spacing at these junctions . For the wide port ions of t he dipol es at 0, 

the image lies outside both component dislocations ; the reverse is true 

for the narrow portion . Therefore, as a result of specimen tilting, t he 

part that was in "outside" contrast changed to " inside" contrast and vice 

versa . This diffraction contrast behavi or suggests that these junctions 

are the orientation junctions described by Gilman :9 a region of trans ition 

from one stable di pol e orientation to the other . Alternatively, they 

could be "spacing '' j unct ions, where the orienta tion of the dipole remains 

unchanged, but the di pole i s interstitial type on one side and vacancy 

type on the other . I n this case, the dipole spacing decreases until it 

is zero ' exactly at the junction, and then increases again, the dipole 
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Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7 
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Fig. 8 
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having changed its na.ture . Either of these models can explain the contrast 

results. However , an orientation junction i n a dipole o: reasonable 

spacing should have a continuous image in t he region of the junct i on 

because the two dis l ocations of the dipole are never close enough to 

cause complete cancellation of their strain fields. On the other hand, 

the dipole image at a spacing junction should be di scontinuous there 

because the spacing actually goe s to zero. Str ain fie l d cancellation 

should cause the image to disappear for a short distance . ~n example 

of both types of image is shown in Fig . 9 . Further work is necessary to 

determine which type of junction is more prevalent . 

D. Interstitial Versus Vacancy Dipoles 

From the point of view of understandi ng how they a r e formed, i t i s 

of considerable interest to try to determine whether one type or both 

types of dipole are produced during p l ast ic deformation . An i nterstit i al 

di pol e i n edge orientation has its extra half plane i n the interior of 

the dipole; a vacancy dipole has its extra half plane outside t he dipo l e . 

Using the dynamical theory of diffraction contrast, the images to be 

6 
expected from very narrow dipoles situated near a surface were calculated . 

The results indicated that the Ashby- Brown strain contrast theory
10 

should 

obtain for narrow di poles . I n a 500°C specimen, dark field experiments 

were carried out to determine whether the narrow dipoles near surfaces 

were vacancy, interstitial, or both by consideration of the orientation 

of their black-white image with respect to the operating di ffraction vector . 

In a given f i eld of view, such as in Fig . 10, with the foil at the exact 

Bragg angle, both black-white image orientations were often found . There -

fore, on the basis of the Ashby- Brown theory, both types of dipole are 

present i n the as -deformed state . 
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Fig. 9 
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Fig. 10 
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E . Effect of Deformat ion Temperature on the Dislocation Substr ucture 

Figure 6 shows a sect ion fr om a crystal deformed at 500°C . No 

significant differences in the dislocation substructures a.re evident 

between this specimen and the ones representative of room temperature 

deformat ion. Hmrever ) many very narrovr dipoles can be seen particul arly 

well in the central portions of this micrograph. At temperatur es grea.ter 

than about 700 °C) etch-p i t studi es indicate that grown - in disloca.t i ons 

begin to act as sources of dislocations. Attempts to m~asure the local 

strain in high temperature glide bands) using the technique of Washburn 

and Gorum) ll failed because the amount of strain became very small . With 

many potential sources avai lable) the crystal was filled vJith dislocatior..s 

at v ery small strains. Each source sends off several dislocations: but 

they do not move very far. New sources are activated on parallel planes 

before dislocations can completely traverse any given slip plane . Attempts 

to observe slip offset s by.optical and electron replica microscopy also 

proved f ruitless) even though slip markings '\ver e easily v isible after 

deformat ion at lower temperatures . Thin fo ils of crystals deforv.ed .J.t 

750°C showed more scr ew dislocat ions and some decrease in t he nt®ber of 

dipoles (Fig . ll) . Also) the dipoles present were) on the average ) much 

shorter and deviated less from edge orientation than those in spec i mens 

deformed at lower terr~eratures. Screw dislocations st ill were heavily 

jogged and dragged many very narrow dipol es (seeD in Fig. ll). Examples 

of both jogged screw dislocations and medium length dipoles can be seen 

in Fig. 6. 

At temperatures above 750°C, the climb of edge segments becomes 

significant . The advent of climb leads to the breakup of dipole s i nto 

strings of prismatic loop s . By annealing a crystal de formed at room 
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Fig. 11 
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temperature at Soooc for one -half hour, it was observed that the breakup 

of very narrow dipoles usually commenced at their ends . The strings of 

loops formed from the breakup of dipoles frequently were tapered at one 

or both ends with the inter-loop spacing and loop diameter decreasing as 

the ends were approached. Figure 12, of a crystal deformed at 850oc, 

shows examples. This observation shows that the spacing of the original 

dipoles was not uniform, and that it usually decreased towards the ends 

of the dipoles. 

12 
As was noted by Groves and Kelly, most, but not all, dipoles 

commenced to break up into loops at their ends . There are several gaps 

in the strings of loops visible in Fig . 12 . The presence of a spacing 

junction as previously described would provide an internal position 

favora-ble to the initiation of break up and also would explain the 

presence of gaps in the strings of loops . 

The substructures in crystals deformed at 1000 oc show·ed strings of 

dislocation loops of varying size and length that had been formed from 

dipoles lvhich all were rather close to edge orientat i on . In addition, 

there were single dislocations threading their way through t:·1e 1~h :Ln foil. 

Many of these dislocations were quite short , running from one ~.m.r:Cac e of 

the foil to the other in less than one micron . Also single dislocations 

frequently crossed over themselves (Fig. 13) . Screw dislocations, vlhen 

observed vlere always much smoother than those observed at tempcro.tures up 

to 750°C. By l000°C, there is rapid climb of edge segments along with a 

significant increase in mobility of dislocations on (001} . Figure 14 

shows t;ypical substructures from a crystal deformed at 1600 °C. One must 

search a long time for any deformation substructure in such specimens for 

not only is the dislocation density, · as determined by etch-pit methods, 
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Fig. 12 
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Fig. 13 
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Fig. 14 
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6 2 
quite lmv, 2 · lO /em , but also very few dislocation segments lie on 

any {110} plane for a long distance . The dislocations sho•,m o,re prismatic 

loous of very v;ide spacing, accurat ely ali gne d in t he pur e ccte;e orienta -

t ion . At J, one can see two la.rge jogs . Because of the easier glide of 

segments on {001} at this high temperah_re, it is expected that such 

" super-jogs" could . form by the gliding together of rnany smaller jogs . 

F. Effect of a Large Stress on the {001 } Cross -Sli p Plane 

Figure 15 shows an etch {110} face of a crystal l oaded at 6oooc in 

a direction about 5° from <lll>. This arrangement gives a resolved 

shear stress for the {001} <ll O> cross - slip system t hat is about six 

times the resolved shear stress acting on the normally operative {110} 

<llO> system. Although the observed slip band traces are still nominally 

those of a {llO}plane , it is evident that the dislocation paths often 

deviated from {110}. Sliu plane sections prepared from this specimen 

shovred several interesting features . Figures 16 and 17 shoul d be compared 

-vrith Fig . 6, a specimen loaded_ along <100> at approximately the same 

temperature . Long dipoles were much less numerous and the short ones 

that Here p r esent were often vride at their centers and pointed at the ir 

ends , or terminated by inter - section with one or both surfaces of the 

foil. This suggests that the individual screw dislocations and even the 

dipol es in this specimen have many more small jogs than i n the normally 

loaded specimens . They no longer lie as close to a given (110} plane . 

Different parts of the same line often appear to have moved quite differe::1t 

distances from the original {llO} glide plane, so that when segments of 

o~posite sign meet, they cross over each other rather than form a dipole . 

The dislocation just to the left of t he micron marker in Fig . 17 seems 
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Fig. 15 
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Fig. 16 
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Fig. 17 
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~~o be stopped i n the process of "crossing -over" itself ; thus the spacing 

0 

of its two segments normal to [llO} must be many hundreds of A. 

Larger ratios of stress on [OOl} to that on [llOL obtained by load-

i ng i n a direction even closer to the exact <lll> orientation, ~roduced 

moTe ind,istinct etch patterns . However, [ll O} slip plane sections -vrere 

much less useful when definite slip bands were no longer recognizable on 

the etched crystal faces . In this case, the lengths of dipoles and 

i ndividual dislocation could no longer be determined because they usual ly 

i ntersected one or both surfaces of the foil after a short distance . 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

The new information obtained from this work lends further support to 

the mechanism of dipole formation as suggested e~rlier (see ref. 3, p. 317). 

Consider a length of screw dislocation that has acquired a jog of several 

Burgers vectors. Con~inued motion of such a dislocation results in the 

growth of a dipole. Frequently, the spacing of fine dipoles was shown (by 

their diffraction contrast) to change continuously along their lengths. 

This can only be explained if new jogs are formed frequently on the screw 

parts of the loop and are able to glide to the grovring dipoles. Fine dipoles 

can be terminated by this process, since it is only necessary that the 

number of jogs of opposite sense that have run into it become equal. It is 

not reasonable to suppose that the rates of advance of the two loops of 

dislocation on either side of a growing dipole will always remain the same. 

Therefore, some trailing dipoles will turn away from pure edge orientation 

as they extend. If one of the loops gets far enough ahead of the other 

the dipole will find itself in pure screw orientation. For small spacings 

of only a few Burgers vectors, this will always result in annihilation of the 

screw dipole by cross-slip, leaving the edge-oriented part of the dipole 

closed at both ends. The forward loop of dislocation now can continue to 

expand in the direction parallel to the Burgers vector and will run rapidly 

along the screw dislocation terminating any attache.d dipoles by annihilation 

of the connecting screvr segments until it encounters another fo:nvard segment 

of the line having a significant edge component. Here a long new segment 

of dipole will be formed where the two edge dislocations of opposite sign 

that have followed different paths through the crystal meet. The net 

result of the above process is that several dipoles of small :spacing have 

been terminated, a new length of screw dislocation, quite free of jogs, 
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has been laid do~m a few microns ahead of its former position, and a long 

new segment of dipole, having a spacing which includes the algebraic sum 

of all those that were terminated, has been ~ormed. The entire process can 

then repeat itself. 

Only dipoles of relatively small spacing can be terminated by this 

mechanism. When the distance between the glide planes of the two disloca-

tions exceeds a critical distance, the mutual attraction of the two dislo-

cations is not large enough to cause cross-glide on .{001} even for the seg-

ments of dipole lying in pure screw orientation. Therefore, according to 

this mechanism, dipoles of spacing greater than the critical should be very 

long and irregular in shape, even having segments that lie in pure screw 

orientation. This is indeed the case (see for example Fig. 3). On the 
_1 

basis' of the present experiment's the minimum spacing for very long dipoles 

containing segments in pure screw orientation was estimated to be 40 

Burgers vectors which corresponds to a critical stress for cross-slip or 

glide on {001} about 35 times greater than .the critical stress for [110} 

glide in the same crystal. The maximum spacing to which a dipole can grow 

is of course determined by the applied stress. It is given by the spacing 

at which the applied stress can separate the two parallel dislocations. 

Growth of a few dipoles to this upper cr~tical spacing is thought to be the 

mechanism by which a slip band widens in a crystal having few dislocation 

sources. 

According to the proposed model, long dipoles should curve frequently, 

sometimes having segments in pure screw orientation. Some of these kinks 

may subsequently straighten out, the regions of sharp curvature being elimi-

nated by glide. There was evidence that some dipoles vli th no predominantly 
I 

screw segments remaining may once have had them: The long dipoles often 
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contained junctions at which there was a change from one of the stable 

orientations of an edge dipole to the other. In the projection onto the 

glide plane, the dislocations cross each other at such a junction. These 

cross-over or orientation junctions will only be formed easily when a part 

of the dipole is brought at least momentarily into a near screw orientation. 

Two edge dislocations that are driven together by an applied stress to form 

a dipole will not be able to pass as viewed in the slip plane projection, 

and will be held up by their strong mutual interaction just past the first 

of the two stable positions. However, when two dislocations of screw 

orientation are driven together by a stress they will cross over one another. 

As viewed in the slip plane section, the equilibrium position corresponding 

to zero applied stress occurs when one screw dislocation is directly above 

the other. The applied stress will drive them slightly beyond this position. 

For a curving dipole, the segments near pure screw orientation, where there 

begins to be some edge character, will take up the second of the two stable 

orientations rather than the first. Once a part of the dipole has crossed 

over into the second orientation, the crossoverr·points, where the dipole 

flips from the first orientation to the second, may glide along the dipole 

under the action of the applied stress. Therefore the entire dipole may 

be changed over to the second orientation. Orientation junctions might be 

expected to become trapped where there are jogs on the dis~ocations or 

where local internal stresses oppose the applied stress. 

The effect of a high resolved shear stress on the (001} cross-slip 

plane was to decrease the number of fine dipoles .and increase the spacing 

of those that were formed. Also, both individual dislocations and dipoles 

often lay at a small angle to the. ( 110} plane. They frequently passed from 

top surface to bottom surface of a ( 110} -~lip,:plane section in a distance 
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less than ten times the thickness of the foil. This means that the lines 

contained a high density of small jogs of the same sense. No evidence was 

obtained for the formation of pairs of large jogs as would be expected from 

the double cross-slip mechanism. The low temperature deformation substruc-

ture and the changes in structure due to high cross-slip stress seem more 

consistent with the assumption that the basic mechanism by which a screvr 

dislocation leaves its original glide plane is the nucleation and separation 

of a pair of jogs of length equal to a unit Burgers vector. Impurity atoms 

may play an essential role in the process. A JJ.igh stress on the cross-slip 

plane should aid this event by helping to separate the two jogs when they 

happen to be of the right signs; It should also assist their glide off the 

screw part of the loop, making the nucleation of a new dipole less frequent. 

A screw dislocation should tend to drift farther and farther away from its 

original {110} layer of atoms.· 

The effect on the deformation substructure of increasing the deforma-

tion temperature above 700°C was very similar to the effect of high cross-

slip stress. Fewer fine dipoles were formed and those that were foQDd were 
I 

of larger and larger spacing as the deformation temperature increased. An 

increase in temperature should also increase the frequency of jog-pair 

formation on scre~>r segments and increase the glide mobility of jogs. How
.r-

ever, interpretation of the changes in deformation substructure are compli-

cated by the fact that dislocation climb and operation of elements of the 

grown-in dislocation net'tvork as sources begin to become important in about 

the same temperature range; For the hightemperature and high cross'-slip 

stress experiments, it also is virtually impossible to achieve conditions 

where only one slip system operates. Therefore, dislocation intersections 

may also contribute jogs to the moving screw dislocations. It seems highly 
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unlikely that dislocation intersections can be responsible for all the large 

number of fine dipoles that are formed during the low temperature deformation 

of a good crystal on a single system and for their gradual changes in 

spacing. However, the possibility cannot be completely discom1ted in the 

high temperature and high cross-slip stress specimens. 
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l. Slip plan(O~ s2ct:i.on of a cry,sta1 c1eformed at room temperature. Note the 

deviation :t':n;m edge oriento.tion of the dipoles) three -fold dipole con-

fluences, and ;;ve.J.kly visible dipoles. (Note: In all electron micro-

grctphs, the black line is parallel to the active Burgers vector. It 

is one micron.long: unless otherwise noted.) 

2. Slip plane section of a crystal deformed at room temperature. 

3· Slip plane .L • seCvlOn of a crystal deformed at room temperature. Very 

narrov1 , . l alpo __ e s, attached to a • l 
Slng~_e scre,,r c1islocation, are denoted 

by D. Long dipoles; some isolated_ from the scre;;·J dislocation, are at N. 

l+. Slip plane section of a crystal deformed at 500 °C showing long scre>v 

dislocations. 

5· Slip plane section of a. crystal deformed a.t 500°C. Note many faint 

dipole images in central portion of figure. 

6. Slip plane section of a crystal deformed at 750°C (dar'~ field). Narrow 

dipoles are at D. Several of the medium length dipoles have their 

ends close to edge orientation. Note effect of changing the diffraction 

conditions on the apparent spacing of the dipoles. 

7- Slip plane section of a crystal deformed at 500 6 C. Dipole junctions 

·where the image changes from inside to outside contrast are at 0. 

8. Slip plane section of a crystal deformed at 750°C (dark field). As 

the sense of the BrD.gg angJ_e deviation is changed, the dipole image 

at 0 reverses. 

9· Slip plan~ section of a crystal deformed at 750~C. Two expected dipole 

,junction im9.ges are present. The lm-rer dipole may be starting to break 

up into prismatic loops at its ends. 
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10. Slip plane section of a crystal deformed at 500°C. The sense of the 

{220} diffraction vector is denoted by the arrow head (dark field). 

11. Slip plane section of a crystal deformed at 750 6C. Some of the 

smallest dipoles are at D. A dislocation tangle is beginning to 

develop where another slip system intersects the plane of the foil. 

12. Slip plane section of a crystal.deformed at 850°C. Several of the 

strings of prismatic loops have gaps in the spacing of loops. 

13. Slip plane section of a crystal deformed at 1000°C. :tVJ.any dislocation.: 

segments of dislocation line have climbed considerably, while others 

apparently have remained nearly parallel to the plane of the foil. 

14. Slip plane section of a crystal deformed at 1600°C. The only stable 

dislocation pairs remaining in the crystal arec.g_uite wide and are 

accurately in edge orientation. Note the large jogs at J. 

15. Dislocation etch pits on a {110} face of a crystal deformed at 600°C 

with a ratio of stress on the {001} system to the stress on the {110} 

system with common Burgers vector of 6:1. 

16. Slip plane section prepared from crystal shoWn in Fig. 15. 

17. Slip plane section prepared from crystal shown in Fig. 15. 

) 
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